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What’s the value of a customized Playbook
to my business?
A Track Selling Playbook from the Track Selling Institute (TSI) bridges
the gap between theory and practice. It customizes the Track Selling
System™ specifically to your industry, your business, your customers,
and your language. It is a step-by-step guide for each step in the
Seven Step selling process based on the Five Buying Decisions and the
Six Buying Motives.

“We enjoyed co-creating
our Track Selling Playbook with the
Track Selling Institute. Our sales
team now has a roadmap to
guide their sales efforts from inital
contract to signed contract. Sales
are up and the future is bright.”
- Pete W.

“Our Car-O-Liner Playbook
connects our product and service
features to how those things benefit
clients. Before having the Playbook,
our sales team didn’t make those
connections, now they do.”
- Doug B.

When completed, your Track Selling Playbook will include:
• a blueprint for the strategic aspects of your sales cycle, which will
help you and your sales team advance from initial contact through
to close.
• techniques to develop a fuller, more robust prospect pipeline
• best practices for gaining appointments, qualifying prospects and
selling your story.
• compelling qualification questions designed for deeper, more
meaningful conversations with prospects and an accurate
understanding of their needs, wants and desires.
• tools that generate appealing solutions and proposals with a
higher likelihood of closing.

“Our sales and marketing teams
loved working with TSI to create a
Track Selling Playbook.
We merged what the sales
team needed with what the
marketing team provided.
In other words, we’re now able
to connect the dots between
marketing and sales. Our
distribution channel is benefiting
from the Playbook, we’re glad
we invested in it.”
- Bill B.

“Our sales team enjoyed the
workshop but we needed a
reinforcement tool. The
Playbook fills that gap for us
and is a game-changer.”
- Kris T.

• field-tested closing techniques and how-to overcome objections.
• on-boarding recommendations on quicker ramp-up for new hires
Your Playbook becomes a one-stop shop for successful selling in
your business.
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How do we build a Playbook for you?
There are three phases to create a Playbook for you.
1.1 We facilitate a one-day session with your sales and marketing
subject-matter experts to capture and document a first-draft
Playbook. This may be done virtually or in-person.
We gather information about your current selling process, your
approach, your best practices, your sales team’s strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
We discover:
• Your biggest selling problems
• Your most troubling sales team shortcomings
• Gaps in selling skills, knowledge, and attitude
Our team interviews key people involved in the sales process
from executives to sales professionals to administrators to
customer service reps. Our goal is to understand the sales
process from the prospect’s perspective: how they think, what
they respond to, how they operate, how they decide.
We address your specific situation through the lens of the science
and psychology of selling. We delve into the Five Buying Decisions
that answers the question, “How do people buy?” Next we dig
into the Six Buying Motives, answering the question, “Why do
people buy from you?”
This thorough discovery reveals the obvious and the obscure. It
highlights and suggests best practices for your organization. It
spotlights subtle differences that distinguish the ordinary from
the extraordinary. This is the foundation for the Playbook.
2.2 Following that session, we organize and edit the materials. We
adapt it to an easy-to-use playbook format, capturing the strategic
aspects of your sales cycle and tactical steps consistent with
Track Selling.
3.3 Finally, we produce a finished document, either for physical printing
or online, and provide instruction for its use in the field.

The History of the Playbook
The graduates of Track Selling
System™ workshops leave the
program enthusiastic and with a new
skill set. The workshop gives them a
proven procedure for selling.
“When selling becomes a procedure,
it ceases to be a problem. If it’s not a
procedure, it will always be a problem.”
- Roy Chitwood, Author of “World Class
Selling” and creator of the Track
Selling System.

However, as they leave, they
wonder how to adopt track selling
in their business and adapt the
method to their company’s
products, services and sales cycle.
They want results for their
investment of time and money.
The answer?
The Track Selling Playbook™.

Your Track Selling Playbook
The Track Selling Playbook
becomes a practical day-to-day
guide, helping you with strategic
direction to know what to do
and the tactical, seven-step approach to know how-to do it. It
helps you resolve issues big
and small, simple and complex.
Most salespeople find it an
indispensible aid and trusted
companion as they build and
refine their selling skills and
sales pipeline. It can be that for
you too.

The total time needed for all three phases is usually less than a month.

What’s Next?
Schedule a time to talk.
You can do that easily by setting an appointment through our calendar at the bottom of the page at
https://tracksellinginstitute/track-selling-playbook or email info@tracksellinginstitute.com
Until we talk, good luck and good selling!
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Here’s an example of how the Playbook works.
This is a Playbook example for just one of the Seven Steps of Track Selling - Sell the Company, that can
be adopted for your company. Its value will be of great value for your sales team.
To maximize sales, you and your sale team want
to professionally and smoothly navigate all seven
steps of track selling.
Let’s take Step 4: Selling the Company, as an
example. Imagine you’re a sales person or sales
manager for our company, Track Selling Institute.
As you review this page, consider how it could be
adapted for your company. Then consider having
this world class selling tool for all seven steps.
That’s the intention and the mission of the Track
Selling Playbooks.
The Seven Steps of Track Selling Sell the Company.
In this step, you need to show and tell relevant
points about your company that prospects need
to consider to make a positive decision about your
company. You need to answer your prospect’s
unasked question, “Why should I do business with
your company?”

Here’s how the Playbook helps you do it.

We’ve learned that to make your Sell the Company
statement more impactful and memorable, make
it visual. We provide examples of how your people
can make your company story into a visual story.
You’ll also want to present information about
your market share, your company history, its
reputation, and recognizable name-plate
customers. We provide you with field-tested and
proven editorial statements to which prospects
react positively.

For example, the Track Selling Institute playbook
would tell our prospects:
• We celebrated 60th anniversary of the Track
Selling System in 2018. Track Selling sales
training is a proven and trusted product.
• We’ve trained more than 250,000 salespeople
and managers from more than 3,000 companies. Our system is used in every industry and
selling situation.
• Clients include industry leaders such as IBM,
Apple, HP, Boeing, Coca-Cola and Bank of
America. We’ve been vetted and evaluated by
the best.
• In addition to public workshops and in-house
workshops, we also provide clients with coaching services. We stay with you after our initial
engagement.
Your customized Playbook will provide clarity and
focus for your sales team to answer questions
such as:
• Who are we, and what’s our history and
our reputation?
• What have we accomplished recently and how
does that set us apart?
• What’s our market share and why do so many
clients buy from us?
• What are our competitive advantages?
• What large name-plate companies do we do
business with?
• What’s our future direction and customer service commitment
...and make it visual.

Start your company’s customized selling playbook today.
Your current and future sale representatives will thank you for it!
You can do that easily by setting an appointment through our calendar at the bottom of the page at
https://tracksellinginstitute/track-selling-playbook or email info@tracksellinginstitute.com

Until we talk, good luck and good selling!
To get started, email info@tracksellinginstitute.com or learn more at TrackSellingInstitute.com/Track-Selling-Playbook

